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In the distance you hear their eiree screams ”Save the Whales!”, they’re comming... 

Collect moonshine to keep your sanity.Collect moonshine to keep your sanity.Collect moonshine to keep your sanity.   

Move in any of two unique directions.Move in any of two unique directions.Move in any of two unique directions.   

Up to eight distinct colors.  Up to eight distinct colors.  Up to eight distinct colors.     

Realistic 2d animations, almost makes you smell the gun smoke.Realistic 2d animations, almost makes you smell the gun smoke.Realistic 2d animations, almost makes you smell the gun smoke.   

Resolutions that could match any 1980 computer (320 x 240).Resolutions that could match any 1980 computer (320 x 240).Resolutions that could match any 1980 computer (320 x 240).   

Fire your shotgun to unleash a deadly cloud of pellets to blast your foes away.Fire your shotgun to unleash a deadly cloud of pellets to blast your foes away.Fire your shotgun to unleash a deadly cloud of pellets to blast your foes away.   

Reclaim your stolen cookies for a sugar rush like no other.Reclaim your stolen cookies for a sugar rush like no other.Reclaim your stolen cookies for a sugar rush like no other.   

Blast down hordes of hippies before their socialist ideas gets to you.Blast down hordes of hippies before their socialist ideas gets to you.Blast down hordes of hippies before their socialist ideas gets to you.   

      socialists and hippies socialists and hippies socialists and hippies 

have taken over the world. Rain forests are flourishing and have taken over the world. Rain forests are flourishing and have taken over the world. Rain forests are flourishing and 

wars have come to an end. From his house Cletus notices wars have come to an end. From his house Cletus notices wars have come to an end. From his house Cletus notices 

that hippies have stolen his cookies (while having the that hippies have stolen his cookies (while having the that hippies have stolen his cookies (while having the 

munchies) and finds out that the world has changed. Now munchies) and finds out that the world has changed. Now munchies) and finds out that the world has changed. Now 

it's time to step up and take charge. it's time to step up and take charge. it's time to step up and take charge.    

You are the one redneck to bring sanity You are the one redneck to bring sanity You are the one redneck to bring sanity into into into this world of this world of this world of 

social consciousness, to redeem the brave and the free, social consciousness, to redeem the brave and the free, social consciousness, to redeem the brave and the free, 

and for once and for all get back your cookies. Take up and for once and for all get back your cookies. Take up and for once and for all get back your cookies. Take up 

arms (your shotgun Gladys) in this epic battle against arms (your shotgun Gladys) in this epic battle against arms (your shotgun Gladys) in this epic battle against    

socialists and treehuggers, and fight for your right to carry socialists and treehuggers, and fight for your right to carry socialists and treehuggers, and fight for your right to carry 

a gun, and blast anyone away who stands on your lawn.a gun, and blast anyone away who stands on your lawn.a gun, and blast anyone away who stands on your lawn.   


